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Abstract
Ghosting artifacts caused by moving objects or misalign-
ments is a key challenge in high dynamic range (HDR)
imaging for dynamic scenes. Previous methods first regis-
ter the input low dynamic range (LDR) images using optical
flow before merging them, which are error-prone and cause
ghosts in results. A very recent work tries to bypass opti-
cal flows via a deep network with skip-connections, how-
ever, which still suffers from ghosting artifacts for severe
movement. To avoid the ghosting from the source, we pro-
pose a novel attention-guided end-to-end deep neural net-
work (AHDRNet) to produce high-quality ghost-free HDR
images. Unlike previous methods directly stacking the LDR
images or features for merging, we use attention modules
to guide the merging according to the reference image. The
attention modules automatically suppress undesired com-
ponents caused by misalignments and saturation and en-
hance desirable fine details in the non-reference images.
In addition to the attention model, we use dilated residual
dense block (DRDB) to make full use of the hierarchical
features and increase the receptive field for hallucinating
the missing details. The proposed AHDRNet is a non-flow-
based method, which can also avoid the artifacts gener-
ated by optical-flow estimation error. Experiments on differ-
ent datasets show that the proposed AHDRNet can achieve
state-of-the-art quantitative and qualitative results.
1. Introduction
The dynamic range of natural luminance values varies
over several orders of magnitude. However, most digital
photography sensors can only measure a limited fraction of
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Figure 1. LDR images with different exposures are shown in (a),
and our result after tonemapping is shown in (b). The areas of
the images that exhibit both large-scale movement and saturation
are displayed in (c). The proposed AHDRNet generates an HDR
image with less ghosting artifacts and more details in saturated
regions (See zoomed-in patches in (d)).
this range. The resulting low dynamic range (LDR) im-
ages thus often have over or underexposed regions and don’t
reflect the human ability to see details in both bright and
dark areas of a scene. High dynamic range (HDR) imag-
ing has been developed to compensate for these limitations,
and ideally aims to generate a single image that represents
a broad range of illuminations.
Some specialized hardware devices [24, 35] have been
proposed to produce HDR images directly, but they are usu-
ally too expensive to be widely adopted. As a result, com-
putational HDR imaging methods have drawn more atten-
tion. The most common strategy is to take a series of LDR
images at different exposures and then merge them into an
HDR image [2, 21, 23, 29, 39]. In multiple exposure meth-
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ods, one of the LDR images is usually considered as the ref-
erence image (shown with the green border in Figure 1 (a)).
Although these methods often generate high-quality HDR
results when the scene and camera are completely static,
they will suffer from significantly ghosting and blurring ar-
tifacts when there is motion between the input images.
Global image misalignments can be compensated for us-
ing homographies [33, 34, 37]. However, the ghosting ar-
tifacts caused by moving objects and the missing details
due to saturation are complex to overcome. To tackle the
ghosting issue, some methods first carry out a more detailed
alignment of the LDR images before merging [9, 14, 31].
A variety of alignment procedures have been applied (e.g.
optical flow [15, 16, 46]), but they still suffer from the ar-
tifacts due to the estimation error. To avoid this alignment
error, some methods [25, 28] proposed to reject the mis-
aligned moving components as outliers directly. However,
pixel-accurate identification of moving objects is difficult to
achieve robustly, particularly when relying on simple pixel
level characteristics (e.g. pixel color [28]).
Inspired by the successes of the deep neural networks
(DNNs) in many image restoration tasks [18, 7, 40, 8], some
deep learning-based approaches [15, 37, 38] have been pro-
posed recently to improve the HDR image composition pro-
cess. In [15], a DNN is proposed to merge the LDR images
after an optical flow based alignment process. However, the
DNN cannot handle the distortions caused by the inevitable
optical flow estimation error (See Kalantari et al.’s method
in Figure 1 (d)). In [37], the HDR imaging task is treated as
an image translation problem. Although the model can pro-
duce satisfactory results in some examples, it still suffers
from ghosting artifacts when there are large-scale move-
ments between the images. The DNN-based methods can
hallucinate some details in regions with saturation, but the
existing methods cannot handle large areas of saturation,
particularly when there is also occlusion.
We propose an attention-guided deep neural network
(AHDRNet) for HDR imaging (See Figure 2). The neural
network learns the relationships between input LDR images
and HDR output. Previous methods [15, 37] take stacked
LDR images, or LDR image feature maps, as the input to
the merging process, which mixes the misaligned image
components at an early stage of the network, making it dif-
ficult to obtain ghost-free HDR results. Considering that
ghosting is primarily an artifact of object motion and mis-
alignments [15], we propose the learnable attention mod-
ules to guide the merging process. The attention modules
generate soft attention maps to evaluate the importance of
different image regions for obtaining the required HDR im-
age. They are expected to highlight the features comple-
mentary to the reference image and exclude regions with
motion and severe saturation. The LDR image features with
attention guidance are then fed to the merging network to
generate the HDR image. We construct the merging net-
work using dilated residual dense blocks (DRDBs), which
are achieved by employing the dilated convolution layers
in the residual dense block (RDB) proposed in [43]. The
RDBs help to make full use of information from different
convolutional layers, thus preserving more details from the
input LDR images. The dilated convolutions enlarge the re-
ceptive fields, helping to recover the details contaminated
by saturation and moving objects. The main contributions
of the paper can be summarized as:
• We propose a new attention-guided network for ghost-
free HDR imaging. It has all of the benefits of a neu-
ral network model, and overcomes one of the primary
problems in HDR imaging is that it is robust to large
misalignments of image pixels and saturation.
• We propose a network based on dilated residual dense
blocks to merge the attention guided feature maps from
LDR images. The dilated residual dense blocks can si-
multaneously preserve the image details and enlarge
the receptive fields, allowing the network to hallu-
cinate the contents in saturated regions and produce
HDR images with rich details.
• Extensive experiments on different datasets validate
the superiority of the proposed AHDRNet. We also
conduct ablation studies to quantify the roles of differ-
ent components in our model.
2. Related Work
The primary relevant works are as follows.
Methods relying on pixel rejection These approaches la-
bel each pixel as belonging to a static region or a moving
object based on the assumption that the images are glob-
ally registered. Grosch [9] defined an error map that uses
the color difference of inputs to get the ghost-free HDR im-
age. Jacobs et al. [14] detected ghost regions based on
a weighted variance measure. Pece and Kautz [27] com-
puted the median threshold bitmap for input images to de-
tect motion regions. Heo et al. [11] roughly detected mo-
tion regions by joint probability densities and these regions
are refined using energy minimization based on graph-cuts
methods. Zhang and Cham [42] proposed quality mea-
sures based on image gradients to generate a weighting map
over the inputs. Rank minimization [19, 25] has also been
used to detect motion regions and reconstruct HDR images.
Even it is achieved to the required pixel accuracy, rejecting
pixels reduces the information available to reconstruct the
HDR image, which often leads to missing details (See Oh’s
method [25] in Figure 1).
Methods relying on registration These approaches recon-
struct each HDR region by searching for the best matching
region in LDR images. This is achieved using pixel (optical
flow methods) or patch (patch-based methods) based dense
correspondences. Bogoni [1] estimated motion vectors us-
ing optical flow and used parameters to warp pixels in the
exposures. Kang et al. [16] transformed intensities of LDR
images to the luminance domain using exposure time infor-
mation and computed the optical flow to find corresponding
pixels among the LDR images. Sen et al. [30] proposed
a patch-based energy minimization approach that integrates
alignment and HDR reconstruction in a joint optimization.
Hu et al. [12] optimized image alignment based on bright-
ness and gradient consistencies on the transformed domain.
Hafner et al. [10] proposed an energy-minimization ap-
proach which simultaneously calculates HDR irradiance
and displacement fields. This approach improves robust-
ness, but fails for large motions, doesn’t learn by examples,
and makes no attempt to compensate for saturation.
Deep learning based methods Many deep learning ap-
proaches [3, 15, 37] have been developed. Eilertsen et al.
[3] proposed a deep autoencoder network to predict HDR
values from one image. Endo [4] synthesized multiple LDR
images from one LDR image with the deep-learning-based
approach, then reconstructed an HDR image by merging
them. Kalantari et al. [15] used optical flow to align the
input images to the reference image, then employed a con-
volutional neural network to obtain the HDR image. Wu
et al. [37] proposed a network that can learn to translate
multiple LDR images into a ghost-free HDR image. These
methods have the advantage that they can exploit informa-
tion extracted from training data to identify and compensate
for image regions that do not meet the assumptions underly-
ing the HDR process. Each method addresses an important
issue, but none has the flexibility and robustness that the
proposed attention-based approach enables (See Figure 1).
Attention mechanisms in deep learning methods Atten-
tion has shown to be a pivotal development in deep learning
and has been used in many computer vision applications.
Lu et al. [20] proposed a novel adaptive attention model
with a visual sentinel for image captioning. Fan et al. [5]
stacked latent attention for multiple multimodal reasoning
tasks. Zhao et al. [44] proposed a diversified visual atten-
tion network to address the problem of fine-grained object
classification. Each has achieved the hitherto impossible
performance and robustness by allowing models to focus
on only the relevant information.
3. Attention-guided Network for HDR Imaging
Given a series of LDR images of a dynamic scene
(I1, I2, ..., Ik) with different exposures, the target of HDR
imaging is to recover an HDR image H aligned to a pre-
scribed reference image Ir (selected from the input LDR
images). All of the images Ii and H are RGB images
with three channels. Following the settings in [15, 37], we
use three LDR images (I1, I2, I3) (sorted by their exposure
lengths), i.e. k = 3, and let the middle exposure image I2
be the reference image.
Before feeding the LDR images to the network, we first
map the input LDR images {Ii} to the HDR domain relying
on gamma correction [15, 37] to generate a corresponding
set of {Hi}:
Hi = I
γ
i /ti, ∀i = 1, 2, 3, (1)
where γ > 1 denotes the gamma correction parameter and
ti denotes the exposure time of the image Ii. We set γ = 2.2
in this work. As suggested in [15], we concatenate im-
ages Ii and Hi along the channel dimension to obtain the
6-channel tensors Xi = [Ii, Hi], i = 1, 2, 3 as the input of
the network. Intuitively, the LDR images Li help to iden-
tify the noisy and saturated regions, while the Hi facilitate
the detection of the alignments[15]. Given (X1, X2, X3) as
input, the proposed AHDRNet obtains the HDR image by
H = f(X1, X2, X3; θ), (2)
where f(·) denotes the proposed HDR network, and θ is
the network parameters. The attention mechanism works as
part of the end-to-end AHDRNet network f(·). Note that
the input images of the proposed model can be the original
images without any alignment preprocessing.
3.1. Overview of the AHDRNet Architecture
Unlike the previous methods [15, 37] that stack the in-
put images Xi or the extracted feature maps in the early
stage of the network for merging, the proposed AHDRNet
obtains the attention maps by comparing the encoded image
features and then merges features with the guidance of the
attention maps. As shown in Figure 2, the AHDRNet con-
sists of two major subnetworks, i.e. the attention network
(for feature extraction) and the merging network (for HDR
image estimation).
The attention network first separately extracts features
from each LDR image relying on the corresponding convo-
lutional encoders. Then, we apply specific attention maps
on the non-reference images to identify the beneficial fea-
tures. The attention maps are obtained via the attention
modules according to the feature maps from the reference
image and each non-reference image. Considering that the
target of the model is to generate the HDR image with the
scene consistent to the reference image, the motivation of
applying attention on the non-reference images is to iden-
tify the misaligned components before merging the features
for alleviating the ghosting artifacts.
The merging network takes the features extracted with
the attention guidance as input and estimates the HDR im-
age relying on a series of dilated residual dense blocks
(DRDBs) and the global residual learning (GRL) strategy.
The DRDBs and GRL help to utilize the image features ef-
fectively and obtain the HDR image with plausible details.
Figure 2. The architecture of the proposed AHDRNet. The network consists of an attention network for feature extraction and a merging
network for predicting the HDR image. The attention module is used to exclude the harmful components caused by misalignment and
saturation or highlight the useful details. The merging network is constructed based on a series of dilated residual dense blocks (DRDBs).
The global residual skip connection is used to boost the training. The final HDR result is obtained by tonemapping. All the feature maps
have 64 channels, and the kernel size is 3. The visualized map is a presentation of the averaged attention feature Ai.
The merging network fuses the features from the LDR im-
ages and hallucinates the details in the regions contaminated
by the saturation and misaligned moving objects.
3.2. Attention Network for Feature Extraction
Given three 6-channel input images Xi, i = 1, 2, 3 cor-
responding to the three LDR images, the attention network
first uses a shared encoding layer to extract feature maps
Zi, i = 1, 2, 3 with 64 channels from three inputs. For
clarity, we define notations Xr and Zr to indicate X2 and
Z2 corresponding to the reference LDR image in some spe-
cial context. As shown in Figure 2, to obtain the attention
maps for the non-reference images, we feed the features
Zi, i = 1, 3 of the non-reference images to the convolu-
tional attention module ai(·), i = 1, 3 along with the ref-
erence image feature map Zr, and then obtain the attention
maps Ai for the non-reference images:
Ai = ai(Zi, Zr), i = 1, 3. (3)
Ai has the same size as Zi. The values inAi are in the range
[0, 1]. Details of the attention modules are provided below.
The predicted attention maps are used to attend the features
of the non-reference images via:
Z ′i = Ai ◦ Zi, i = 1, 3, (4)
where ◦ denotes the point-wise multiplication and Z ′i de-
notes the feature maps with attention guidance.
Instead of stacking the original feature maps Zi’s for
HDR merging, we stack the reference feature map Zr (i.e.
Z2) and the features of the non-reference images Z ′1 and Z
′
3
for merging. The attention network thus obtains a stack of
features with the guidance of the reference as Zs
Zs = Concat(Z ′1, Z2, Z
′
3), (5)
where Concat(·) denotes the concatenation operation. Zs
will be used as the input of the merging network.
Figure 3. Example image patches and the corresponding atten-
tion maps. In (a)-(f), from left to right: the reference image, one
non-reference image, and the attention map applied on the non-
reference image. (a), (b) and (c) display attention maps for the
significantly misaligned regions. (d), (e) and (f) show the atten-
tion maps can highlight useful regions.
Since the HDR imaging process centers on the refer-
ence image, the attention maps are predicted and applied
according to the reference. As shown in Figure 3, the atten-
tion maps can suppress the misaligned (See (a) (b) and (c))
and saturated regions (See (d)) in the non-reference images,
which avoids the harmful features getting into the merg-
ing process and thus alleviates the ghosts from the source.
When some regions in the reference are saturated (See (e))
or noisy (See (f)), the attention maps can also highlight use-
ful features in the non-reference images. More studies in
Section 4.2.1 further prove the effectiveness of the proposed
attention mechanism in HDR imaging.
Attention module The attention modules ai(·), i = 1, 3 in
Eq. (3) are two small CNNs. The structure of the attention
modules is shown in Figure 4. The attention module first
concatenates the input feature maps Zi and Zr and obtains
the attention map after two convolution (Conv) layers. Each
Conv layer applies 64 3×3 layers. The two Conv layers are
Figure 4. The attention unit first concatenates the two inputs and
then obtains attention maps via two Conv layers, which restricts
the output in [0,1] using a sigmoid activation.
followed by a ReLU activation and a sigmoid activation,
respectively. As a result, the attention module can obtain
the 64-channel attention map Ai with values in the range
[0, 1].
3.3. Merging Network for HDR Image Estimation
The merging network takes the stacked feature map Zs
and the reference image feature map Zr as input. In the de-
sign of the merging network, we take account of the char-
acteristics of the HDR imaging problem and use the basic
structure of the residual dense network in [43] as the refer-
ence. As shown in Figure 2, the network consists of several
convolution layers, dilated residual dense blocks and sev-
eral skip connections. The generated feature maps at differ-
ent layers are noted as Fj , j = 0, 1, ..., 7.
Given the stacked feature Zs, the merging network first
obtains a 64-channel feature map after a Conv layer, and
then feed it into three DRDBs, which results in three corre-
sponding feature maps F1, F2 and F3. Instead of using the
RDB proposed in [43], we proposed to use the RDBs with
dilated convolution (DRDB) for HDR imaging. The details
of DRDB can be found in the following. By applying 3× 3
Conv on the concatenated feature map F4, we generate the
merged and transferred feature map F5.
Global residual learning with the reference features Be-
fore reconstructing the HDR image from F5, inspired by the
super-resolution methods [18, 43], we apply a global resid-
ual learning strategy to obtain feature maps by
F6 = F5 + Zr, (6)
where Zr is the shallow feature map of the reference im-
age. The merging network thus tends to learn the residual
features. In the proposed AHDRNet, we have the shallow
feature map Zr containing the pure information from the
reference image. We thus apply the global residual learning
with the reference feature maps. We consider that the fea-
ture map F6 contains enough information to reconstruct the
HDR image. Empirical studies in Section 4.2.1 show the
effectiveness of the global residual learning strategy.
After two convolution layers (followed by activations),
we estimate the HDR image Ĥ in the HDR domain. The fi-
nal HDR image is displayed via the tonemapping operation
(See Section 3.4).
Dilated convolution + ReLu 3 31 1  Element-wise additionConvolution + ReLu

Dilated residual dense block
Dilated Kernel
Figure 5. Illustration of dilated residual dense block structure with
three convolution layers. We adopt a residual dense block [43]
as its backbone and each convolution layer can be substituted by
dilated convolution. By using dilated residual dense blocks, the
receptive field at each block is expanded.
Dilated residual dense block Since the reconstruction of
some local areas of the HDR images cannot get enough in-
formation from the LDR images due to the occlusion of
moving objects and saturation, the merging network re-
quires larger receptive field for hallucinating details. We
thus apply the 2-dilated convolutions [41] in the residual
dense block (RDB) [43]. As shown in Figure 5, the pro-
posed dilated residual dense block (DRDB) consists of a
series of Conv layers followed by ReLU activations and
dense concatenation based skip-connections. Each Conv
layer takes the concatenation of all the feature maps from
previous layers as input. In contrast to the dense block pro-
posed in [13], the RDB and DRDB apply a local residual
skip-connection between the input and output of a block.
More details of the RDB can be found in [43]. In our im-
plementation, we use 6 Conv layers in each DRDB. The
empirical ablations studies in Section 4.2.1 show the effec-
tiveness of the DRDBs.
3.4. Training Loss
As described in Section 3.3, the proposed AHDRNet
predicts the HDR image Ĥ in the HDR domain. Since the
HDR images are usually displayed after tonemapping, train-
ing the network on the tonemapped images is more effective
than training directly in the HDR domain [15]. Given an
HDR image H in HDR domain, we compress the range of
the image using µ-law:
T (H) = log(1 + µH)
log(1 + µ)
, (7)
where µ is a parameter defining the amount of compression
and T (H) denotes the tonemapped image. In this work, we
always keep H in the range [0, 1] and set µ = 5000. The
tonemapper in Eq. 7 is differentiable, which is very suitable
for training the network.
In our method, we train the network by minimizing `1-
norm based distance between the tonemapped estimated
and the ground truth HDR images. Our loss function is de-
fined as:
L = ‖T (Ĥ)− T (H)‖1. (8)
We also tested the `2 loss used in previous work [15, 37] and
noticed that `1 loss is more powerful for preserving details
(See Section 4.2.2), which is consistent with the observation
in [45].
3.5. Implementation Details
In our implementation, we apply 64 3× 3 features in the
Conv layers, which are followed by ReLU activations, if not
specified otherwise. We set the stride size for all Conv lay-
ers as 1 and keep the feature map size using zero padding.
We define the output layer to produce 3-channel images.
The growth rate of all DRDBs is 32. The last Conv layer
in each DRDB applies 1 × 1 convolution to compress the
feature maps.
For training, we use Adam optimizer [17] and set the
batch size and learning rate as 8 and 1× 10−5, receptively.
Given training images, we randomly crop the 256 × 256
patches for training. All weights of the network are initial-
ized using Xavier method [6]. We implement our model
using PyTorch [26], which takes takes 0.32s to process a
1500×1000 image with an NVIDIA GeForce 1080 Ti GPU.
4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings
Training data We train the AHDRNet on the HDR dataset
[15] which includes 74 samples for training and 15 sam-
ples for testing. For each sample, three different LDR im-
ages are captured with exposure biases of {−2, 0,+2} or
{−3, 0,+3}. Transformations on the cropped patches are
applied as data augmentation to alleviate overfitting.
Testing data We test the proposed AHDRNet on the Kalan-
tari’s dataset [15] and the datasets without ground truth,
such as Sen’s [30] and Tursun’s [36] datasets.
Evaluation Metrics We conduct evaluations with four met-
rics as the following. We compute the PSNR values for
images after tonemapping using µ-law (PSNR-µ), Mat-
lab function tonemap (PSNR-M), and linear (PSNR-L) do-
mains. We also conducted a quantitative evaluation by com-
puting the HDR-VDP-2 [22].
4.2. Ablation Studies
4.2.1 Study on the Model Architecture
We investigate the architecture of AHDRNet and validate
the importance of different individual components in the
whole AHDRNet. We achieve this ablation study by com-
paring the proposed AHDRNet and the following variants
of AHDRNet:
• AHDRNet. The full model of the AHDRNet.
• DRDB-Net (i.e. AHDRNet w/o attention). We remove
the attention module in this variant, in which the fea-
ture mapsZi’s are directly stacked and fed to the merg-
ing network.
Table 1. Quantitative comparisons of different models. All scores
are the average across all testing images.
PSNR-µ PSNR-M PSNR-L HDR-VDP-2
RB-Net 39.8648 28.3548 38.0044 60.1905
Deep-RB-Net 41.1788 29.5414 38.9679 60.2724
RDB-Net 41.2058 29.4335 38.9747 60.5107
DRDB-Net 42.7345 31.4169 39.7800 60.8740
A-RDB-Net 43.0536 32.2025 40.5105 61.6362
w/o GRL 42.5313 32.9552 40.7558 62.2827
AHDRNet 43.6172 33.0429 41.0309 62.3044
(a) RB-Net (b) Deep-RB-Net(c) RDB-Net (d) DRDB-Net(e) A-RDB-Net (f) AHDRNet
Figure 6. Visual results of AHDRNet and its baseline variants.
• A-RDB-Net (i.e. AHDRNet w/o dilation). We do not
use dilated convolution in this variant of AHDRNet.
• RDB-Net (i.e. AHDRNet w/o attention and dilation).
This variant of AHDRNet does not contain the atten-
tion operation and dilated convolution layers.
• RB-Net (i.e. AHDRNet w/o attention, dilation and
densely connection). This baseline is a merging net-
work based on the residual block (RB). We replace the
DRDBs as the same number of RBs.
• Deep-RB-Net. More RBs are used to approach the
model compressibility of the RDB-Net.
Attention module. The attention module is a very effective
mechanism for HDR image de-ghosting task. As shown in
Figure 6, compared with RDB-Net, A-RDB-Net can alle-
viate the ghosting artifacts due to the attention module. A
similar result can be observed with DRDB-Net and AHDR-
Net. Although DRDB-Net can remove ghosting artifacts, it
tends to generate artifacts in saturated regions (the bottom
patch of Figure 6). The proposed AHDRNet with atten-
tion module can eliminate ghosting artifacts while retaining
the background information (See Figure 3). As shown by
the quantitative results in Table 1, AHDRNet and A-RDB-
Net acquire a better improvement than the DRDB-Net and
RDB-Net.
Dilated residual dense blocks. Compared with DRDB-
Net, the RB-Net results have visible ghosts (See Figure 6
(a) and (d)). Even the results of Deep-RB-Net that has more
RBs cannot remove ghosting artifacts. Hence, increasing
the depth of the network is not a practical approach to en-
hance HDR image quality. On the other hand, the DRDB-
Net with the same network depth can capture more contents
and alleviate ghosts. The performance of DRDB-Net in Ta-
ble 1 is better than RB-Net and RDB-Net.
Dilated convolution. To demonstrate the capability of di-
lated convolution, we compare the RDB-Net and DRDB-
Net. As displayed in Figure 6 (c) and (d), the results
of DRDB-Net alleviate ghosting artifacts compared with
RDB-Net. The results show that a larger receptive field is
helpful to suppress the ghosting artifacts and hallucinate the
missing details. Furthermore, the proposed AHDRNet can
completely remove ghosts. The quantitative comparisons in
Table 1 show that the models with dilated convolution can
obtain high values on PSNR metrics.
Global residual learning. We also study the performance
of global residual learning (GRL) strategy. Quantitative
comparisons of the results are shown in Table 1. Since GRL
helps to transfer information from front layers, the model
with GRL can bring better performance.
4.2.2 Study on Training Loss Function
In this experiment, we compare the performances of our
method with different loss functions. Quantitative compar-
isons of the results are shown in Table 2, which implies that
the `1 loss is more powerful for preserving details as dis-
cussed in [45]. We thus train our model using `1 loss.
Table 2. Quantitative comparisons of different loss functions.
PSNR-µ PSNR-M PSNR-L HDR-VDP-2
`2 loss 43.0630 31.7921 40.6798 62.0169
`1 loss 43.6172 33.0429 41.0309 62.3044
4.3. Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods
We evaluate the proposed method and compare with
previous state-of-the-art methods on a variety of datasets.
Specifically, we compare the proposed method with two
patch-based methods [30, 12], the method based on motion
detection [25], the flow-based approach with DNN merger
[15] and the DNN method without optic flow [37]. In addi-
tion, we compare with single frame HDR imaging methods
[4, 3]. For all methods, we employed the codes provided
by the authors. The same training dataset and setting are
used for deep learning methods. Furthermore, we also ap-
ply the proposed AHDRNet with the input images aligned
via estimated optical flow [32] (referred to as Ours+OF).
4.3.1 Evaluation on Kalantari et al.’s [15] Dataset
We compare our method with several state-of-the-art meth-
ods on the testing data of [15] (Figure 7 (a) and (b)), which
contains some challenging samples with saturated back-
ground and foreground motions. The patch-based methods
Table 3. Quantitative comparison of proposed network with sev-
eral state-of-the-art methods. Red color indicates the best perfor-
mance and blue color indicates the second best result.
PSNR-µ PSNR-M PSNR-L HDR-VDP-2
Sen [30] 40.9453 30.5507 38.3147 55.7240
Hu [12] 32.1872 25.5937 30.8395 55.2496
Oh [25] 27.351 22.6311 27.1119 46.8259
TMO [4] 8.2123 21.4368 8.6846 44.3944
HDRCNN [3] 14.0925 25.8217 13.1116 47.7399
Kalantari [15] 42.7423 32.0458 41.2158 60.5088
Wu [37] 41.6377 31.0998 40.9082 60.4955
Ours 43.6172 33.0429 41.0309 62.3044
Ours + OF 43.9764 32.7785 42.2883 62.1296
(Sen et al. [30] and Hu et al. [12]) cannot find correspond-
ing patches and produce artifacts (See the result in Figure
7 (a)). The method of Oh et al. [25] cannot recover the
details in the saturated areas. Since the single image meth-
ods TMO [4] and HDRCNN [3] only use the single refer-
ence image, they can avoid the ghosting artifacts, but are
unable to reconstruct the sharp results and produces color
distortion. The method of Kalantari et al. [15] products ar-
tifacts (See the red block in Figure 7 (a)), there have two
main reasons: misalignment of optical flow and the limita-
tion of their merging process. Wu et al.’s method [37] gen-
erates over smooth results, and cannot completely remove
the ghosting artifacts (See the red block in Figure 7 (a) and
(b)). Since our method uses the attention map (Figure 3) to
select the useful regions and remove harmful components, it
suppresses the ghosting artifacts and recovers the occluded
or saturated details. (See the blue block in Figure 7 (b)).
The proposed AHDRNet can produce high-quality results
while taking the aligned images as inputs (See the results
of Ours+OF) since the proposed attention module can also
handle the artifacts caused by the error of alignment or op-
tical flow estimation.
As the ground truth is available for this testing set, we
can conduct the quantitative evaluations and comparisons.
Results are shown in Table 3. All the values are averaged
over 15 testing images. The proposed AHDRNet method
produces better numerical performance than other meth-
ods. The result is best in terms of PSNR-µ and PSNR-
M, showing the effectiveness of the our model. The pro-
posed method (i.e. Ours+OF) can produce slightly better or
competitive results with the optical flow based alignment as
preprocessing. With same alignment process, our method
(Ours+OF) produces better results than [15], which shows
that our model can also help to handle the artifacts intro-
duced by alignment error.
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(a) Testing data (Building) in [15]
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Figure 7. Visual comparisons on the testing data from Kalantari et al. [15]. The top half part shows the input LDR images, LDR image
patches, and the HDR image produced by the proposed method. We compare the zoomed-in local areas of the HDR images estimated by
our methods and the compared methods. The propose network can produce a high-quality HDR image, especially saturated and object
motions regions.
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(a) Example from Sen et al.’s dataset [30]
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(b) Example from Tursun et al.’s dataset [36]
Figure 8. Visual comparisons on the datasets without ground truth. The AHDRNet obtains results with sharper details and less artifacts.
4.3.2 Evaluation on the Datasets w/o Ground Truth
We compare the proposed AHDRNet with other methods
on Sen’s [30] and Tursun’s [36] datasets which do not have
ground truth. The results are shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b).
The patch-based Sen et al.’s [30] and Hu et al.’s [12] meth-
ods produce artifacts in complex motion regions (zoomed-
in patches in Figure 8 (b)), these methods cannot find corre-
sponding patches in the non-reference images. As shown in
Figure 8 (a) and (b), the single frame methods TMO [4] and
HDRCNN [3] prone to generate serious noise and color dis-
tortion in the under-exposed regions. The method of Kalan-
tari et al. [15] introduction artifacts (Figure 8 (b)) due to the
alignment error. The results of Wu et al.’s method [37] miss
details and have the obvious over smoothness in the results
(Figure 8 (a) and (b)). In comparison, our proposed AH-
DRNet produces appealing results where the geometry dis-
tortion, color artifacts, and noise are significantly reduced
compared with existing methods.
5. Conclusion
The multiple exposure methods for HDR imaging can
achieve high-quality outputs that better correspond to the
dynamic range of the human visual system but has been
limited in its application due to ghosting and saturating ar-
tifacts. The attention-based neural network we proposed
overcomes these limitations. Most notably, it can gener-
ate high-quality HDR images even in the presence of large
image motion and saturation. It thus offers the prospect of
more extensive applications of HDR imaging.
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